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Fly high with pro basketball's biggest stars in SLAM DUNK: TOP 10 LISTS OF EVERYTHING IN

BASKETBALL. Presented in the format of Top 10 lists, this book is a comprehensive yet fun look at

the best aspects of the ABA, NBA and WNBA.  From the most dominant big men to the quirkiest

uniforms, SI Kids ranks a variety of topics from the hardwood. Readers are guaranteed to love the

big, exciting action photos from the Sports Illustrated collection and the insider knowledge of SI

Kids. Filled with trivia and information, this dynamic book will be the definitive kids book on pro

basketball.
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My kiddo has almost the entire series of these SI Kids books. If you have a sports addicted kid

these books are a must buy. He reads these more than Harry Potter which is crazy. The basketball

book didn't disappoint, there's many others like statistics, football, records, baseball and all access

give them a try.

Out of all the things that I bought by little brother for Christmas, including pricey gadgets and cool

new electronics, this is what he liked the most. Awesome pictures and fun facts - great for a kid who

loves basketball.



My child is a basketball fanatic, he will be so excited to get this book for Christmas. The binding was

done very well. The hardcover was nice. The shipping was fast, and best of all it was about half the

price of Books a Million.

My son loves this book (age 10). He spent a great deal of time reading it and keeps going back to it.

Be prepared for lots of interactive fact-discussing with this one. Everything he reads and learns in

this book he shares with us. so it's like we are reading it too.

My 6 year old loves all the top 10 lists in this book. From top players to top duos to top jerseys, this

book offers a basketball history lesson packed in fun countdowns. It may become outdated with

each new season and as new stars emerge, but for now it is a big hit in our home.

This was a gift to a sixth grade boy and he absolutely loves it. I think he has it memorized.

Bought as a gift for my nephew. He loves basketball and really liked the book.

My 7 year old loves basketball and he loved this book. Great big colorful pictures.
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